In this paper, we propose a passive array calibration method based on the adaptive hybrid algorithm (AHA) for the engineering applications of high-frequency surface wave radar (HFSWR). This method converts array error estimation into joint estimation of multi-parameters and gets the optimal solution estimation by using improved hybrid algorithm. Simulation results and field experiment data show that this method significantly improves the performance of spatial spectrum algorithm in the array calibration for mutual coupling errors of distributed HFSWR.
Introduction
The high-frequency surface wave radar (HFSWR) gets direction of arrival (DOA) estimation of signal by using super resolution algorithm [1] . The array error can degrade the performance of algorithm and even make the algorithm fail when the array error is serious [2] . Hence, the calibration for array error is essential. Friedlander [3] achieved mutual coupling calibration of uniform linear array (ULA) and uniform circular array (UCA) by using iterated function. A method that simplifies the mutual coupling matrix by using the special structure of array is presented in literature [4] . Intelligent algorithms for direction finding become research hotspot in recent years. In this paper, we use the adaptive hybrid algorithm (AHA) for the calibration of receiving array error of HFSWR. Furthermore we use the combination of AHA and sea echo method to achieve array calibration for mutual coupling errors of high-frequency radar without extra auxiliary source. The comparison of spatial spectrum performances before and after calibration shows the effectiveness of this method.
Mathematical model of mutual coupling array
Receiving array is a two-row and symmetric array. The DOA of signal source is θ as shown in Fig. 1 . Take array element 1 as the origin to construct the rectangular coordinates. Considering channel errors, the array processing is
where A(θ) is the array manifold, S(t) and N (t) are the signal and noise. The mutual coupling matrix C can be written as
where D is the mutual coupling in array of uniform linear sub-array in front and D is the mutual coupling in array of uniform linear sub-array in behind. B and B are mutual couplings between the two linear arrays. Considering the spatial characteristics of ULA, D is a symmetric banded Toeplitz structure. The mutual coupling matrix C is a Toeplitz structure.
Calibration algorithm for mutual coupling errors
According to the orthogonality relationship of the noise space and ideal array model, the joint estimation of mutual coupling and DOA can be converted into the minimization cost function J c as follow:
IfÛ N is the unbiased estimation of noise eigenvectorÛ N , then the cost function J c gets the minimum value when θ n and C get true values. Most spectra points in first-order peak area of Doppler spectrum of radar are single-DOA echoes or double-DOA echoes [1] , and we can find single-DOA spectra points by using shift-invariant sub-array of array [5] . We optimize the cost function by using single DOA spectra points.
Optimization and solution of model of mutual and coupling array
We convert the mutual coupling matrix in order to get solution of parameters according the method proposed in literature [4] . The number of nonzero elements in matrix D is p, 
We can use the Toeplitz characteristic of mutual coupling matrix to transform steering vector as follow:
where Q(a) is the reconstruction matrix of steering vector
and L is the degree of freedom of the mutual coupling matrix) and Q(a) can be decomposed as follow:
where
Optimization of parameter estimation
Here we use a hybrid algorithm combining the genetic algorithm (GA) with the simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) for parameter estimation of cost function J c in (3). Traditional GA has premature convergence and slow convergence rate, but we can dynamically adjust the crossover probability and mutation probability to improve the solution quality. Local search capability can be improved by combining GA with SAA [6] .
In this paper, we combine these methods and use the AHA to separate array coefficient M = CA as following steps: (a) Initialize the code and population. (b) Construct the fitness function F and calculate fitness value of every individual.
where e is a decimal that prevents the denominator being zero. 
Simulation
We implement the mutual coupling simulation on eight elements receiving array as shown in Table I .
Field experiment
We performed the distributed synchronization network experiment of three stations in southeast coast of Fujian Province for the first time in China in mid-April, 2010. The locations of station are shown in Fig. 4 (b) . We achieved sea detection by distributed synchronization network of the triple-transmit and triple-receive HFSWRs in this experiment. The Range-Doppler spectrogram of radar of Dongshan Station is shown in Fig. 4 (c) . From Fig. 4 (c) we can see that the Dongshan Station received its own radar echoes as well as the sea echoes from the other two stations synchronously, which is significantly more than information received by a single normal radar. According to the parameter set and calibration method of the simulation mentioned above, we select data of the Dongshan Radar Station at 8:00a.m on April 13, 2010 for analysis. The number of radar echo sampling points is 1024. Array calibration for gain-phase errors by using sea echoes of the three stations shall be done before calibration for mutual coupling errors [5] . The results of calibration for gain-phase errors and mutual coupling errors are shown in Table II and Table III . 
Analysis on calibration performance
The results of calibration for mutual coupling errors are used in the DOA estimation of radar echo to test the effectiveness of the algorithm mentioned above. There are three conditions for consequent data process as follow: Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 we can see: (1) The signals of spatial spectrum peak without calibration are weak to estimate the arrival wave direction; the spectrum peak becomes obvious after compensating the gain-phase errors; the performance of spatial spectrum estimation increases by using the calibration algorithm for mutual coupling proposed in this paper. Fig. 4 . Spatial Spectrum of Different Spectra Points before and after Calibration (the dashed lines refer the spatial spectrum before calibration, dotted lines refer the spatial spectrum after calibration for gain-phase errors and full line refer the spatial spectrum after calibration for gain-phase errors and mutual coupling errors)
Conclusion
Array calibration is the significant technique in array signal process. In this paper, we use the AHA for the array calibration for mutual coupling error of HFSWR without extra auxiliary source. The comparison of spatial spectrum performances before and after calibration shows the effectiveness of this method. The error is much smaller than the receiving signal strength because the array mutual coupling is very sensitive to the changes of environment and there are differences between the theoretic array model and real condition. Hence, the research of mutual coupling errors remains to be developed.
